Potential energy function for continuous state models of globular proteins.
One of the approaches to protein structure prediction is to obtain energy functions which can recognize the native conformation of a given sequence among a zoo of conformations. The discriminations can be done by assigning the lowest energy to the native conformation, with the guarantee that the native is in the zoo. Well-adjusted functions, then, can be used in the search for other (near-) natives. Here the aim is the discrimination at relatively high resolution (RMSD difference between the native and the closest nonnative is around 1 A) by pairwise energy potentials. The potential is trained using the experimentally determined native conformation of only one protein, instead of the usual large survey over many proteins. The novel feature is that the native structure is compared to a vastly wider and more challenging array of nonnative structures found not only by the usual threading procedure, but by wide-ranging local minimization of the potential. Because of this extremely demanding search, the native is very close to the apparent global minimum of the potential function. The global minimum property holds up for one other protein having 60% sequence identity, but its performance on completely dissimilar proteins is of course much weaker.